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Step 1: Read about Landslides
Read about landslides below. You will use this information to create your Hazard Information Sheet. 

 

Landslides are natural disasters that occurs when rocks, earth, or other materials move down a slope. They occur when rain,

earthquakes, volcanoes, or other factors change the land. Landslides cause $3.5 billion dollars in damages each year in the United States

and cause between 25-50 deaths each year. Landslides can strike with little to no warning. Once a landslide begins, they can travel 55-

100 miles per hour!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An emergency response specialist is a person who helps people and cities respond to disasters, like tornadoes or floods. Emergency

response specialists work on a disaster response team. Some disaster response teams create brochures and other informational items to

give out to community. These documents are called Hazard Information Sheets. These brochures help people know what to do before,

during, or after a disaster.

 

Today, you will be an emergency response specialist and design a Hazard Information Sheet. Follow the steps below.

Tone and Language in Writing

 

What people should do if they live in areas prone to landslides:

People should prepare by having an emergency kit so they can quickly

evacuate if they are told to do so. Families should also make an emergency plan

so everyone knows what to do if a landslide occurs. They should also know the

warning signs that a landslide might occur. Warning signs include broken water

lines, leaning telephone poles, or new cracks in the ground. People should also

create walls that can act as barriers to water and mud around their home. 

 

What people should do if a landslide occurs:

People should listen to authorities about whether they should evacuate or not.

Additionally, people should listen to the radio or television or check their text

messages for the most up-to-date emergency information. If people are in the

path of a landslide and cannot escape, they should take cover under a strong

table and hold on tightly.

 

What people should do after a landslide occurs:

After a landslide occurs, people should stay away the slide area and any flooded

areas. They should listen to authorities to know when it is safe to go outside or

return to their homes if they evacuated.

 

https://home.nps.gov/hafe/learn/management/md-hgts-landslide.htm
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Step 2: Plan and Brainstorm Ideas 
Fill out the information below for your Hazard Information Sheet.

Audience

Your information sheet will be for a specific audience. Select one or more audiences from the list below. You can also add an audience

that is not listed below.

Young children

Teenagers

People who live in areas at risk for landslides

People who recently moved to an area that has landslides

Scientists

Purpose

Choose a specific purpose for your information sheet. Select one choice from the list before or come up with another purpose.

To provide a general overview on landslides

To provide information about what to do before a landslide 

To provide information about what to do during a landslide

To provide information about what to do after a landslide

Other (describe)_______________________________________

Tone

The tone refers to the author’s attitude towards a topic. For example, the tone can be humorous, cautious, scary, informal, formal, or

optimistic. If the writer wants the tone to be serious, the writer might use very formal words, provide facts, and straight-forward

information. If the writer wants the tone to be more humorous or enthusiastic, the writer might use exclamation marks, include jokes, or

use words that sound funny, like blubber or doodle. 

Describe your tone below.



You need to be prepared before a landslide. Stay aware and alert. Your life depends on it. 

Before a landslide, you should be prepared. Talk with your family about how to prepare.

Facts

Choose at least 3 facts to include in your information sheet. Then, decide how to write the facts based on the tone you chose. For

example, you might use a more formal, informational tone to write facts that scientists would read. However, you might use a serious,

scarier tone if you are warning people to prepare before a landslide. Take a look at these two examples. How are the tones similar or

different in each?

Use the space below to write your facts.

Images

Draw at least 3 images that will be in your information sheet. You should choose images that are appropriate for your audience. For

example, you might use emojis if you are writing for teens. However, you might draw a diagram if you are writing for scientists.
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Step 3: Design your Information Hazard Sheet
Use the space below to design your Information Hazard Sheet. Remember to think about your audience and purpose while you are

designing the sheet!
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Primary care doctors are an important part of keeping people healthy in the United States. Primary care doctors prescribe medicine if

people have an infection or another illness.  They also provide early diagnoses of diseases, like heart disease or cancer. Primary care

doctors also make sure people get the vaccines they need to stay healthy. The most common vaccines administered are for the flu,

Hepatitis, and Meningitis.

 

One of the greatest challenges primary care doctors face is collecting and organizing vaccine information for their patients. Recently,

scientists at a university in Boston have discovered a new way to store vaccine information inside the human body! How crazy is that?

 

Today, you will think like a primary care doctor and read an article on this new way of storing vaccine information. You will decide if you

think primary care doctors should use this new technology to store their patients’ vaccine information. Then, you will write between 10

tweets that state your opinion and provide evidence to back up your opinion. A tweet is a post on Twitter and has a limited number of

characters. 

 

Follow the directions below.

Step 1: Read article

Read the article below. As you read, circle or highlight important parts.

 

The medical community strongly recommends that people receive vaccines. Vaccines are important because they prevent diseases, like

Measles, polio, and Hepatitis, from infecting millions of people.

 

In many countries, including the United States, primary care doctors struggle to organize and store patients’ vaccine records. Vaccine

records are a list of vaccines a patient has received. There are many reasons doctors struggle to organize vaccine records. One reason is

because people move around a lot, and they do not bring their vaccine records to their new doctor. As a result, people’s records are lost

over time. Another reasons is because doctors have to organize records for thousands of patients a year. Some primary care doctors see

over 1800 patients a year! 

 

Doctors in underdeveloped countries face even more challenges. In many countries, doctors may not have access to electronic medical

files. This means vaccine records must be kept on paper. These paper records can be easily lost or damaged. 

 

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, known as MIT, have developed a new type of technology for doctors to track

and store information about the vaccines patients receive. 
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Here is how the technology works: A vaccine is mixed with a copper-based substance. The vaccine-copper mix is injected into a patient,

just like a regular vaccine. The copper-based substance contains tiny dots with a special dye. This dye cannot be seen by the naked eye.

However, it creates a pattern under the skin. The pattern lets a doctor know the type of vaccine that was injected. Doctors can use a

smartphone app to read the dye under a patient’s skin. They can identify the vaccines a person has received and know what other

vaccines a person needs.

 

This new technology has been both praised and questioned by the medical community. 

 

On the one hand, many people think this technology is a great idea. There would no longer be a need for paper or electronic medical

records. As a result, records won’t be lost and people will always know what vaccines they have and which ones they need. Supporters

also argue that less people will die because of missed vaccines. Across the world, over a million people die each year because they did

not receive proper vaccination. With this type of technology, people will always know what vaccines they need. “This technology will

change the way doctors care for this patients,” said one doctor. “Patients will no longer miss vaccines and spread diseases within their

communities.” Lastly, supporters argue that this new technology will free up doctors’ time and resources so that they can see more

patients and help more people. Doctors and their staff will not have to waste time searching for medical records.

 

While there are many supporters of the technology, some health care providers do not support it. One reason is because the technology

could be an invasion of privacy. People’s medical information could be accessed if the app was hacked. As a result, the information could

be leaked and people could be discriminated against if they did or did not get vaccines. Some doctors have also brought up safety

concerns. Patients may be allergic to the dye injected with the vaccine. Scientists also do not know the long term effects of the dye

injected into patients. People are worried that the dye might harm the body in ways we cannot expect. “We just do not know if this

technology will be safe for our patients to use. I think we should come up with storage methods that do not require injections into

people,” said a primary care doctor after learning about this technology. 

 

No matter if you are for or against this technology, it is important for researchers to continue looking for ways to save more lives around

the world.

 

An illustration of how the technology would be applied and read. Kevin McHugh / Rice University

Opinion Writing



Every tweet should have at least 1 hashtag (example: #savemorelives)

Every tweet should include your opinion

Tweets should be less than 3 sentences long

At least 5 tweets should include a piece of evidence from the article 

At least 1 tweet should acknowledge another point of view (ex: Some people may say ice cream is bad for you, but in small amounts

ice cream will not harm you)

At least 1 tweet should incorporate all or part of a quote from the article above

Step 2: Read requirements for tweets 

A tweet is a type of social media post. Tweets are used to spread information very quickly to many people across the internet. Typically,

tweets are under 280 characters. You will write 10 tweets that state your opinion and provide evidence to back up your opinion. Your

tweets need to meet the following requirements: 
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Step 3: Brainstorm ideas for your tweets below.

Take a stance. Are you for or against this new technology?

 

 

 

 

Which pieces of evidence will you use in your tweets?

 

 

 

 

Which quote will you use?

 

 

 

 

 

What are some other points of views people may have on this topic?
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Opinion Writing

What's happening? Tweet

What's happening? Tweet

What's happening? Tweet

What's happening? Tweet

What's happening? Tweet

Step 4: Write your tweets

Write your tweets out below. Remember that each tweet needs a hashtag!
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Did you know that some writers create stories that are only 10 words long? In the last 100 years, a new form of writing has become

popular, called micro or flash fiction. Micro fiction are very short stories, usually under 200 words. Even though the stories are short, they

still have characters and a plot. Writers accomplish this by using words that create clear images and let people imagine the world in

which the story takes place.
 
Today, your job is to write a piece of micro fiction for a newspaper. Read the examples of micro fiction below. Then, follow the directions

to make your own piece of micro fiction.

Step 1: Read Examples of Micro Fiction

Example 1:

"And the Ghosts" by Graham Foust

They own everything

 

Example 2: 

"Give it Up" by Franz Kafka

It was very early in the morning, the streets clean and deserted, I was walking to the station. As I compared the tower clock with my

watch I realized that it was already much later than I had thought, I had to hurry, the shock of this discovery made me unsure of the

way, I did not yet know my way very well in this town; luckily, a policeman was nearby, I ran up to him and breathlessly asked him

the way. He smiled and said: “From me you want to know the way?” “Yes,” I said, “since I cannot find it myself.” “Give it up! Give it

up,” he said, and turned away with a sudden jerk, like people who want to be alone with their laughter.

 

 

Example 3: 

"Register" by Gail Warber

I recognized her immediately. Same eyes, but sadder; same hair, but grayer.

She’d dominated my yearbooks: cheerleader, homecoming queen, class favorite.

As she rang up my groceries, I suddenly wondered which was more unfortunate… Those who peaked in high school, or those of us

who wasted our lives envying them.

 

Example 4: 

"Jewelry Box" by Unknown

Her vivid inner life was tucked neatly inside her jewelry box.

 

Micro Fiction
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Step 2: Pick a genre for your micro fiction piece

Read about some of the different genres of fiction writing. A genre is the style or category of a piece of literature, as well as the focus of

the literature. Select which genre you will use for your micro fiction.

 

Mythical or magical

kingdoms

Scary or supernatural

settings

Fantasy/Horror

This genre usually focuses on:

 

 

Solving a crime

Using clues to find answers

to questions

Mystery 

This genre usually focuses on:

 

 

 A romantic relationship

between two people

Appeals to readers’

emotions and feelings

Romance 

This genre usually focuses on:

 

 

 Scientific ideas or

advanced technology

Settings in the past, future,

or fictitious dimensions or

universes

Science Fiction

This genre usually focuses on:

 

 

Characters: Who are the characters in the story?

Setting: Where does the story take place?

Plot: What is the main problem or action in the story?

Conclusion: How will the story end?

Step 4: Brainstorm Ideas

Brainstorm ideas for your micro fiction story. Answer the questions below.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Must be a full story

Have a plot

Have at least one character

Have a setting

Be 100 words or less

Step 3: Read requirements 

Your micro fiction must meet the following requirements:

Micro Fiction



Step 5: Write your Micro Fiction
Write your micro fiction piece below.

Name: 
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Micro Fiction

Omit word wasters (see list below)

Strengthen word choices (use the word “marvelous“ rather than “great”)

Clarify plot

Add plot twist

Add another event in the plot

Add a character

Step 6: Edit Your Writing

Read through your writing and decide which words you may need to remove. Also, look for words that are not descriptive and replace

them with stronger words. Make sure your plot is clear and your reader will be able to understand what is happening in the story.

1.

2.

3.

Additions you could make: 

1.

2.

3.

 

A lot

Absolutely

Actually

Basically

Essentially

Good

Hopefully

Cool

Also

Kind of

Many

Nice

Probably

Quite

Really

So

Suddenly

Totally

Usually

Very

Examples of Word Wasters in Micro Fiction
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A YouTuber is a person who produces and uploads videos to YouTube. Many YouTubers have their own channels where they make videos

about a specific topic.

 

Imagine you are a YouTuber who has a channel called Poetry Patrol. Poetry Patrol is a channel that reviews and analyzes poems. Poetry

Patrol is a great resource for students who want to learn about new poems or need help understanding a poem they are reading in

school. 

 

Today, you will create a new episode for Poetry Patrol. You will learn about different elements of poetry, read a poem, and analyze it.

Then, you will write a script for your newest YouTube video!

Step 1: Review Elements of Poetry

 

 

Analyzing Poetry

Example: A brown dog barks in

the calm, dark night.

Imagery

The use of words that make people

see, feel, smell, or hear something.

 

 

Example: I walked through the

desert at night. I saw two lizards

fight.

Rhyme

The use of words with same ending

sound.

 

 

Example: Summer break is hot

and sticky. The summer sand

warms my feet. The summer sand

sticks to my toes.

Repetition

The use of repeated words, lines, or

phrases to emphasize a point.

 

 

Example: I confess that I feel

restless and like a mess.

Assonance 

The use of words that have the same

sounds in the middle or end of the

word. 

 

 

Example: The house is big, blue,

and busting at the seams.

Alliteration

The use of words that have the same

sound at the beginning.
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Step 2: Read the poem

Read the poem below. Then, answer the questions on the next page.

 

"If I Were In Charge Of The World" By Judith Viorst
If I were in charge of the world

I'd cancel oatmeal,

Monday mornings,

Allergy shots, and also Sara Steinberg. (line 4)

 

If I were in charge of the world

There'd be brighter nights lights,

Healthier hamsters, and

Basketball baskets forty-eight inches lower. (line 8)

 

If I were in charge of the world

You wouldn't have lonely.

You wouldn't have clean.

You wouldn't have bedtimes.

Or "Don't punch your sister."

You wouldn't even have sisters. (line 14)

 

If I were in charge of the world

A chocolate sundae with whipped cream and nuts would be a vegetable

All 007 movies would be G,

And a person who sometimes forgot to brush,

And sometimes forgot to flush,

Would still be allowed to be 

In charge of the world. (line 21)

 

Analyzing Poetry



Answer the following questions. 

1. Does the speaker of the poem think that people need to be perfect to be in charge of the world? Explain your reasoning. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The line “If I were in charge of the world” is at the beginning of each stanza. What element of poetry is this? Why do you think the

author uses this element?  

 

 

 

 

 

3. The author uses imagery throughout the poem. How does imagery support the meaning of the poem? Provide 2 examples of imagery

you found.  

 

 

 

 

 

4. The author uses alliteration and assonance throughout the poem. Provide an example of each element of poetry. If these elements

were not used, how would the poem change? Would you still understand it?  

 

 

 

 

 

5. The last four lines of the poem include the only rhyming words. Why do you think the author chose to only rhyme words at the end of

the poem? What do these last 4 lines mean?

 

Name: 
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Welcome viewers to the episode and include what episode is about and title of the episode.
Include a “hook” that will get your viewers excited about the episode. A hook could be a fun fact, a joke, a song about what is to
come.

Read the poem out loud.

Describe at least 3 elements of poetry you found in the poem. 
With each element, describe how this element of poetry made you feel as you read the poem or how it helped you understand the
poem.

Thank the viewers for listening.

Tell your how to follow up with you if they want to ask questions (example: should they email you? Message you on Instagram?)
Come up with a sneak peek for next episode. What will you cover next?

Step 3: Write a YouTube script
You will write a script that you will use when you record your episode. Your script will have three sections: a beginning, middle, and end.
Read about each section. Then, write out each section. If you need more room, write your script on a separate piece of paper.
 
Beginning

Write the beginning of your script here:

Middle

Write the middle of your script here:

End

Write the ending of your script here:

Step 4: Record your YouTube video 

Use a tablet or phone to record your episode.

Analyzing Poetry
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